Traffic Safety
Applications
Cable & Hose Protection
Checkers™ cable management offers the most extensive line of high-performance cable protection products in the world. These durable systems protect valuable electrical cables, cords and hose lines from damage while providing a method of safe passage for pedestrian traffic, vehicles and heavy-duty equipment.

**Linebacker® Series**
Model CPSX125
- Checkers’ most robust cable protection option
- High load-bearing capacity
- Ideal for: traffic safety, industrial, oil and gas, mining, military
- \*WARNING*: Below

**Guard Dog® Series**
Model GDSX125
- Checkers’ most versatile option
- For pedestrian traffic and over-the-road vehicles
- Ideal for: traffic safety, utility, industrial, entertainment
- \*WARNING*: Below

**Diamondback® Hose Bridge**
Model UHB4045
- Protects hoses up to 6.5 in.
- Reduces hose maintenance costs
- Ideal for: traffic safety, mining, refineries, industrial, firefighting vehicles
- \*WARNING*: Below

**Yellow Jacket® Series**
Model YJ5-125
- Introduced over 30 years ago, the “original” cable protector
- Dog Bone Connectors to extend to any length
- Recommended for applications with heavy volume vehicle traffic
- \*WARNING*: Below

**Yellow Jacket® and Guard Dog® Series ADA**
Model YJ5-125-ADA
- ADA/DDA accessibility ramps built in
- Dog Bone Connector
- Reinforced hinged lid for easy cable placement
- \*WARNING*: Below

**Quick Hook**
Model CHQUICKHOOK-O
- Installs in seconds
- Holds up to 80 lbs.
- Add and remove cords quickly
- Prevents cord damage
- Complies with over 15 cord related OSHA regulations

\*WARNING*: This product can expose you to chemicals including Isopropylidenediphenol and Methylene Chloride, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

\*WARNING*: This product can expose you to chemicals including Carbon Black, Titanium Dioxide, Formaldehyde, and Benzyl Butyl Phthalate, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.
Traffic and Parking Lot Safety Solutions

Checkers™ traffic and parking lot safety products are efficient, high-quality solutions. Designed for speed reduction, these solutions keep roads and parking lots safe for both motorists and pedestrians. Checkers™ speed bumps, speed humps, and car stops are long lasting, easy-to-install, and environmentally friendly.

**Rubber Parking Stop**
Model 16101Y
- Helps protect the front of vehicles
- Prevents damage to structures
- Highly visible
- Extremely durable
- Ideal for indoor or outdoor use
- **WARNING:** Below

**Rubber Speed Bump**
Model 23500V
- Slows traffic to 10-15 mph
- Interlocking design expands to any road width
- Maintains continuous traffic flow
- Made from vulcanized rubber
- Anti-skid surface
- **WARNING:** Below

**Rubber Wall Guard**
Model CG900
- High impact virgin rubber
- Long lasting and cost efficient
- Easily installed by one person
- Used for temporary or permanent installation
- High visibility
- **WARNING:** Below

**Plastic Speed Bump**
Model SB4S
- 100% recycled plastic material
- Withstands abuse from gas, oil, salt, sunlight, and chemicals
- Highly visible
- Extremely durable
- Easy one-person installation

**Plastic Parking Stop**
Model CS4S
- 100% recycled plastic material
- Prevents damage to structures
- Highly visible and extremely durable
- Maintenance free
- Never requires painting

**WARNING:** This product can expose you to chemicals including Arsenic, Cobalt, Cadmium, Lead, Chromium, Nickel Compounds, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.
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Wheel Chocks
Checkers™ manufactures the world’s most extensive line of wheel chocks. Checkers™ wheel chocks comply with the safety requirements for a variety of industries and ensure a safe working environment while your vehicles are at rest. Made with durable urethane, wheel chocks provide a safe chocking solution for any type of vehicle.

Heavy-Duty Chocks
Model MC301
• Tough urethane construction
• Mounting hole for ropes or chains
• Designed for haul trucks and heavy equipment
• Lightweight compared to steel and aluminum counterparts

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Carbon Black, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

All-Terrain Chocks
Model AT3512
• Durable urethane construction
• Recessed carrying handle
• Resistant to oils, fuels, and solvents
• High visibility yellow color
• Weather-resistant urethane

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Carbon Black, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

General-Purpose Chocks
Model UC1500
• Durable urethane construction
• Oil and chemical resistant
• Recessed carrying handles
• High visibility orange color
• Available in singles or pairs

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including Acrylonitrile and Styrene, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

Rubber Chocks
Model RC450
• Durable rubber construction
• Resistant to weather elements
• Either side can be positioned against the tire
• Ideal for smaller vehicles and trailers

Traffic Safety Applications
Warning Whips™
Checkers™ warning whips are designed to increase the visibility of vehicles. Without a whip for extra visibility, large equipment operators can have difficulty seeing these smaller vehicles, potentially leading to accidents. Both lighted and non-lighted models are available, with many different mounting options.

**Lighted Whips**
Model F88L-O
- The preferred whips around the world
- Features premium, high visibility LEDs
- Weather-resistant resin construction

**Non-Lighted Whips**
Model F88R7W-HB
- Seven colors available
- Durable nylon-mesh orange flag
- Includes threaded hex mounting base
- Ideal for recreation vehicles

**Ground Protection**
Whether you need to protect sensitive turf, or provide extra traction, Checkers™ ground protection solutions have you covered. Checkers™ mats can be connected together to form roadways or walkways, and with a wide variety of traction patterns, weights, and designs, they are applicable to nearly every industry.

**AlturnaMats®**
Model AM48
- Bold cleat tread for great traction
- Mats can be locked together with Turn-A-Links forming a continuous roadway
- Translucent material available to allow sunlight to reach grass
- **WARNING:** Below

**VersaMats®**
Model VM48
- Flat tread design is easy to walk on
- Virtually eliminates ground restoration costs from vehicle damage
- Easy to handle
- **WARNING:** Below

**WARNING:** This product can expose you to chemicals including Lead, Carbon Black, Chromium, Nickel Compounds, and Sulfur Dioxide, which are known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.
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Justrite Safety Group is the leading source of safety equipment for flammables and hazardous materials storage and handling, asset protection, environmental protection spill containment, absorbents, specialized chemical storage, cable management, safety showers, eye/face washes, matting, and vehicle safety equipment. Learn more at Justrite.com, Checkers-safety.com, and NoTrax.com.